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Summary

� Flavor is essential to consumer preference of foods and is an increasing focus of plant breed-

ing programs. In fruit crops, identifying genes underlying volatile organic compounds has

great promise to accelerate flavor improvement, but polyploidy and heterozygosity in many

species have slowed progress.
� Here we use octoploid cultivated strawberry to demonstrate how genomic heterozygosity,

transcriptomic intricacy and fruit metabolomic diversity can be treated as strengths and lever-

aged to uncover fruit flavor genes and their regulatory elements.
� Multi-omics datasets were generated including an expression quantitative trait loci map

with 196 diverse breeding lines, haplotype-phased genomes of a highly-flavored breeding

selection, a genome-wide structural variant map using five haplotypes, and volatile genome-

wide association study (GWAS) with > 300 individuals. Overlaying regulatory elements,

structural variants and GWAS-linked allele-specific expression of numerous genes to variation

in volatile compounds important to flavor. In one example, the functional role of anthranilate

synthase alpha subunit 1 in methyl anthranilate biosynthesis was supported via fruit transient

gene expression assays.
� These results demonstrate a framework for flavor gene discovery in fruit crops and a path-

way to molecular breeding of cultivars with complex and desirable flavor.

Introduction

Fruit flavor is an elusive trait, influenced by many factors includ-
ing genetics, environments and cultural practices (Knee, 2001).
Breeders increasingly are focused on meeting the needs of con-
sumers, but genetic improvement of flavor is challenging as a
consequence of the chemical and genetic complexities of the fla-
vor phenotype (Klee & Tieman, 2018). These challenges are
accentuated in heterozygous, polyploid species. For example,
fewer significant single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were
detected in genome-wide association study (GWAS) of tetraploid
blueberry when diploid models were applied (Ferrão et al.,
2018); in octoploid strawberry, structural variation underlying a
locus affecting volatile production was difficult to resolve using a
single reference genome (Oh et al., 2021).

Recent advances have been made via chemical–sensory studies
to identified specific volatiles associated with consumer prefer-
ence (Tieman et al., 2012; Fan et al., 2021). Although impor-
tant volatile compounds in fruit crops are being identified, too
little is known about the metabolomic and genetic diversity
within species and breeding populations. Some volatiles have
been lost during domestication and breeding as a combined result

of negative selection and linkage drag in tomato and watermelon
(Zhou et al., 2016; Tieman et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2018). Like-
wise, gain and loss of terpene compounds during strawberry
domestication and its genetic causes have been investigated (Aha-
roni et al., 2004).

Recent advances in sequencing technology and analytical
approaches have opened new opportunities to understand the
chemistry and genetics of fruit flavor. Genome-wide association
studies have revealed loci for flavor in a variety of fruit crops
(Cao et al., 2016; Tieman et al., 2017; Ferrão et al., 2020).
Meanwhile, genomes-wide expression quantitative trait loci
(eQTL) studies have the capability to bridge the gaps between
GWAS signals and their underlying causative genes. Integration
of GWAS and eQTL studies has led to discovery of a master
metabolite regulator in tomato and a flesh-color-determining
gene in melon (Galpaz et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2018). Long-read
sequencing now allows assembly of genomes with high
contiguity, and when coupled with parental short-read data
(Koren et al., 2018), the two haplotypes of a heterozygous indi-
vidual can be fully resolved. Phased assemblies have improved
variant discovery, especially for large structural variants (SVs;
Ebert et al., 2021). The extent, diversity and impact of SVs
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increasingly are being studied in horticultural crops (Alonge et
al., 2020) and have been shown to alter fruit flavor, fruit shape
and sex determination (Alonge et al., 2020; Massonnet et
al., 2020; Guan et al., 2021). Great opportunity exists to coher-
ently integrate these multi-omics resources for the discovery of
flavor genes.

Garden strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa) is an allo-octoploid
species (2n = 8x = 56) with highly palatable nonclimacteric
fruit (Given et al., 1988; Fan et al., 2021). It increasingly has
been utilized as a model for Rosaceae fruit crops genomics and
flavor research as a result of its short generation time, wide culti-
vation and high value. Through exploration of spatiotemporal
changes in gene expression and homolog search, several flavor
genes have been cloned and validated, including an alcohol dehy-
drogenase (ADH; Wolyn & Jelenkovic, 1990; Mitchell & Jelen-
kovic, 1995) and several alcohol acyltransferases (SAAT, FaAAT2;
Aharoni et al., 2000; Cumplido-Laso et al., 2012) for esters, a
nerolidol synthase 1 (FaNES1; Aharoni et al., 2004) for terpenes
and a quinone oxidoreductase (FaQR; Raab et al., 2006) for fura-
neol. Recently, QTL studies and transcriptome data analyses for
strawberry volatiles using biparental crosses have detected QTL
and causative genes for mesifurane and gamma-decalactone
(Zorrilla-Fontanesi et al., 2012; Chambers et al., 2014; Sánchez-
Sevilla et al., 2014; Cruz-Rus et al., 2017; Barbey et al., 2021;
Oh et al., 2021). Nevertheless, low mapping resolution and a
lack of subgenome-specific markers have hampered further char-
acterization of causal genes underlying other QTL. This problem
recently was addressed by the development of 50K Fana SNP
array using probe DNA sequences physically anchored to
the octoploid ‘Camarosa’ genome (Edger et al., 2019; Hardigan
et al., 2020, 2021a). High heterozygosity combined with an
allopolyploid genome presents difficulties for resolving causative
genes and their haplotypes. To further the goal of discovering
causative genes affecting flavor in strawberry, association studies
with larger sample sizes and additional genetic resources such as
eQTL and additional genomes are required. Furthermore, these
resources must span the breadth of natural variation in breeding
germplasm.

Here we present multi-omics resources consisting of an eQTL
study representing the genetic diversity of strawberry breeding
programs in the US, phased genome assemblies of a highly-
flavored University of Florida breeding selection, a structural
variation map in octoploid strawberry and a volatile GWAS of
305 individuals. These are combined to leverage the extensive
metabolomic, genomic and regulatory complexity in strawberry
for the discovery of natural variation in genes affecting flavor.
Ultimately, the functional alleles identified will be selected in
breeding to achieve superior flavor.

Materials and Methods

eQTL mapping

The eQTL population consisted of 196 genotypes including 133
newly sequenced accessions (Supporting Information Table S1).
The University of Florida genotypes were grown at GCREC and

collected in the spring of 2020 and 2021. The University of
California-Davis collection of diverse selections from multiple
breeding programs were grown at either Santa Maria CA or
Oxnard CA, for day-neutral and short-day accessions, respec-
tively, and collected in the spring of 2021. Four UC genotypes
were collected at both sites to ensure sequencing and SNP qual-
ity. Total RNA was extracted from a bulk of three fully ripe fruits
using a Spectrum™ Plant Total RNA Kit (Sigma-Aldrich), after
flash freezing in liquid nitrogen. Illumina (San Diego, CA, USA)
150-bp pair-end sequencing was performed on the Illumina
NovoSeq platform by Novogene Co. (Sacramento, CA, USA).
On average, 6.9 Gb of sequence data were obtained for each sam-
ple. Raw RNA-Seq data of 63 samples from previous published
studies were retrieved from the NCBI SRA database (Table S1).

In order to quantify gene expression, short reads were trimmed
for adapter sequences and low-quality reads with TRIMMOMATIC

v.0.39 and aligned against the reference genome (Edger
et al., 2019) using STAR v.2.7.6a in the two-pass mode (Dobin
et al., 2013). Only unique aligned reads were scored by HTSEQ
v.0.11.2 in the union mode with the ‘--nonunique none’ flag sup-
plied with the latest Fragaria_ananassa_v1.0.a2 annotation (Liu et
al., 2021). All count files were compiled in R and normalized with
the DESEQ package (Love et al., 2014). To generate the marker
dataset for eQTL mapping, SNPs and InDels were called using the
mpileup and call commands. Markers were further hard-filtered
using BCFTOOLS with the following steps: (1) individual calls with
lower than sequencing depth of three were set to missing using +
setGT plugin; (2) marker sites with quality < 30, missing rate
> 0.3, heterozygous call rate > 0.98, minor allele frequency
< 0.05, or number of alternative alleles > 1 (only retain biallelic
sites) were purged; (3) the filtered markers were imported and ana-
lyzed in R, and only markers showing more than three matched
calls in four duplicated sample pairs were retained. A total of
491 896 markers passed the three stages of filtering. The missing
calls were imputed, and all calls were phased using BEAGLE v.5.2
using the default settings (Browning et al., 2018).

The eQTL mapping was performed for 62 181 fruit expressed
genes (average normalized count > 3) using the filtered markers.
Linear mixed models (LMM) implemented in GEMMA were
used for association analysis (Zhou & Stephens, 2012). The rela-
tionship matrix was computed in GEMMA and supplied to
explain relationship within populations, and the top five princi-
pal components with a total of 25.0% variance explained were
imported as covariates to reduce effects from population stratifi-
cation to signify the genetic variance underlying the target traits.
The Bonferroni corrected 5% significance threshold was used,
determined the by number of LD-pruned markers (0.05/
168476 = 2.96 × 10−7). The approach to define an eQTL was
similar to that used in previous studies (Liu et al., 2017; Li
et al., 2020). Briefly, we first clustered all significant markers
with distance < 100 kb and purged clusters with fewer than three
markers. The lead marker with lowest P-value was used to iden-
tify the eQTL, and boundaries of eQTL were defined as the fur-
thest flanking significant markers. Clusters in LD (r2 > 0.1) were
merged and boundaries were updated. The longest distance
between cis-eQTL boundaries and eGene boundaries was limited
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to 500 kb. Trans-eQTL hotspots were searched using the density
function in R (Notes S1). Proportion of phenotypic variance
explained by lead markers (pve) were computed using the for-

mula pve ¼ var QTLð Þ
var yð Þ ¼ β2�2�maf� 1�mafð Þ

var yð Þ , where β is the SNP

effect size, maf represents minor allele frequency and var(y) is the
phenotypic variance. The eQTL also were mapped with the 50K
Fana SNP array (Hardigan et al., 2020) for 185 individuals using
a similar approach (Notes S1; Dataset S1).

Population genetic analysis

In order to examine structure and admixture in the eQTL popu-
lation, a series of population genetic analyses were conducted
using a pruned marker dataset (r2 > 0.4 in a window of 100 kb).
After pruning, 168 476 SNPs were retained. Population struc-
ture modeling was conducted with FASTSTRUCTURE v.20150112
using default parameters (Raj et al., 2014). Values of k between
3 and 10 were tested, and a model with k = 4 had the highest
marginal likelihood. A maximum-likelihood tree was built
using SNPHYLO v.20140701 with 1000 bootstrap replicates (Lee
et al., 2014). A phylogenetic tree was visualized with R/GGTREE
v.3.14 (Yu et al., 2017). LD decay was analyzed with POPLDDE-

CAY v.3.4 using the unpruned marker set (Zhang et al., 2019).
Principal component analysis as well as pairwise F st measurement
was performed in the SNPRELATE package v.1.26 in R (Zheng
et al., 2012).

Genome assembly

Fragaria × ananassa FL 15.89-25 carrying multiple favorable
alleles for genes affecting flavor was selected for sequencing. High
molecular weight DNA was extracted from etiolated leaf tissue.
Sequencing was performed by high-fidelity (HiFi) long-read
sequencing on the Pacbio Sequel II platform. gDNA was sheared
to c. 17 kb average and the library prepared with 6 μg of sheared
gDNA size-selected by Blue Pippin to enrich large fragments and
remove fragments smaller than 8 kb. The size-selected library
was sequenced with two 8 M SMRT cells using sequencing
chemistry v.2 and polymerase v.2.0. Two SMRT cells yielded a
total of 31.1 Gb HiFi reads with an average read length
of 15.2 kb. The parents ‘Florida Beauty’ (female; Whitaker
et al., 2017) and FL 12.115-10 (male) were sequenced with Illu-
mina NovaSeq 150 bp pair-end. Total lengths of 35.1 and
33.9 Gb short-read data were obtained for ‘Florida Beauty’ and
FL 12.115.10, respectively.

A de novo trio-binning assembly was built using HIFIASM

v.0.11 coupled with YAK v.0.1 with the parameter ‘-D10’ (Cheng
et al., 2021), provided with parental short reads and HiFi reads
from FL 15.89-25. One incorrectly phased contig was identified
in the phasing evaluation and visualized in BANDAGE v.0.8.1
(Wick et al., 2015). The mis-phased contig was divided at the
break point and reassigned to the correct haplotype assembly.
Pseudochromosomes were constructed according to a reference-
based approach using RAGTAG v.1.0 with parameters ‘-C -f 10000
--remove-small’ (Alonge et al., 2019) based on the ‘Camarosa’

reference genome (Edger et al., 2019). The unscaffolded contigs
were concatenated into chr0. Hereafter we use F12 and Bea to
refer to the haploid genomes corresponding to FL 12.115.10 and
‘Florida Beauty’, respectively. Details of genome annotation and
evaluations of genome assembly and annotation can be found in
Notes S2.

Structural variant analysis

Five high-quality, long-read-based haploid assemblies including
the F12 and Bea haplotypes of FL 15.89-25, PHASE1&2 haplo-
types of University of California, Davis cultivar ‘Royal Royce’
(Hardigan et al., 2021a) and the WONG haplotype of Korean
inbred line ‘Wongyo 3115’ (Lee et al., 2021) were used to build
a cumulative SV map. Individual haploid assemblies (F12 and
Bea contig sets were used to avoid false positives introduced
from scaffolding) were first mapped to the PHASE1 haplotype
using MINIMAP2 v.2.17. The SVs then were called for individual
haplotypes with SVIM-ASM v.1.02 (Heller & Vingron, 2020).
Jasmine v.1.14 was used to merge SVs across haplotypes (Alonge
et al., 2020). The merged SV map was annotated with genomic
features using VCFANNO v.0.3.3 (Pedersen et al., 2016). Sampling
and analysis for fruit allele-specific expression were similar to the
protocol given in eQTL mapping. Details are given in Notes S3.

Genome-wide association study for strawberry volatiles

The GWAS population consisted of 305 genotypes, including
progenies from 11 biparental crosses and elite breeding lines from
the strawberry breeding program at the University of Florida.
Among the 305 individuals, 164 were developed in a previous
study (Barbey et al., 2021). We added 141 individuals, mostly
from three experimental crosses. These were ‘Mara de Bois’ ×‘
Florida Elyana’ (family 16.63, n = 20), ‘Florida Beauty’ × FL
15.89-25 (family 18.50, n = 66), and FL 15.34-82 × FL 15.89-
25 (family 18.51, n = 53). The fruits were harvested from exper-
imental fields at the Gulf Coast Research and Education Center
(GCREC) in Wimauma, Florida. Three harvests were conducted
on 3 Dec, 17 Dec and 17 Jan during the 2018–2019 season.
Individuals from family 16.63 were harvested two times on 16
Feb and 2 Mar 2017. Following harvests, fruits were immediately
frozen in liquid nitrogen, then ground into fine powder and
mixed with an equal volume of saturated NaCl solution and an
internal standard of 3-hexanone (final concentration of 1 ppm).
Volatile quantification of three biological replicates (harvests) was
performed with GC–MS, similar to the previous study (Barbey et
al., 2021) with some modifications to the volatile quantification
process (Notes S4).

Genotyping of the new individuals was performed using the
FanaSNP 50K array (Hardigan et al., 2020) including 5809
markers previously included in the iStraw 90K and iStraw 35K
SNP arrays (Bassil et al., 2015; Verma et al., 2016). The 164
individuals genotyped with the 35K array were imputed to the
FanaSNP array using ALPHAIMPUTE2 v.0.02 (Whalen &
Hickey, 2020). An additional 161 elite lines representing the
UF breeding pool also were genotyped with the FanaSNP array
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to improve imputation accuracy. After filtering using minor
allele frequency (MAF) > 0.05, a total of 34 056 SNPs were
retained for the GWAS (Dataset S2). Because the GWAS popu-
lation mostly constituted biparental crosses, strong relatedness
and stratification existed in the population. To account for pop-
ulation structure, we used a mixed linear model implemented in
FASTGWA (GCTA v.1.93.2beta) including the top 10 principal
components with a total of 48.2% variance explained and a rela-
tionship matrix derived from SNPs with all of the small off-
diagonal elements (< 0.05) set to 0, which approximated
the pedigree-based relationship matrix (Jiang et al., 2019; Notes
S5).

Transient fruit gene expression assay

Transient expression in strawberry fruits by agroinfiltration was
performed according to Hoffmann et al. (2006). Briefly, the full-
length cDNA of FaASa1 and 208-bp partial cDNA flanked by
attB1 and attB2 sequences were synthesized by Integrated DNA
Technologies Inc. (Coralville, IA, USA) (Table S2). Gateway
vectors pK7GWIWG2(II) and pMDC32 were used for RNAi
and overexpression assays, respectively. The positive clones were
confirmed by PCR and Sanger sequencing. The FaASa1-OX,
FaASa1-RNAi and two empty vectors, pK7GWIWG2(II) and
pMDC32, were transformed into Agrobacterium tumefaciens
strain EHA105. In each experiment, 10 attached white fruits
from glasshouse-grown FL 15.89-25 plants were agro-infiltrated
for each construct. Injection was stopped when the whole fruit
was saturated with the Agro-suspension using a 5-ml syringe.
Fruits were harvested 5–7 d after infiltration depending on ripen-
ing status. Three to four fruits were mixed and immediately fro-
zen in liquid nitrogen before volatile quantification and RNA
extraction. The whole experiment was repeated three times. For
FaOMT overexpression (sequences of synthesized gene fragment
and primers can be found in Table S2), detached white fruits of
‘Chandler’ and ‘Camarosa’ were used for agroinfiltration.

Additional miscellaneous methods including Mendelian ran-
domization, sensory data, RT-PCR, haplotyping analysis and
high-resolution melting marker testing can be found in Notes S6.

Results

High-resolution eQTL mapping

In order to gain a holistic view of allelic diversity and genetic reg-
ulatory networks for fruit-expressed genes in cultivated straw-
berry, we analyzed the transcriptomes of 196 individuals, mainly
from North America, including 133 newly sequenced genotypes.
After pruning (r2 < 0.4 in a 100-kb window), 168 476 marker
sites remained for population genetic analysis. Based on a
maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree, principal component
analysis (PCA) and population structure modeling (k = 3), the
UC and UF populations formed distinct clusters as expected
(Fig. 1a–c). The UC population had high uniformity with small
contribution from outside sources (Fig. 1a). Zero to thirty per-
cent of UC contribution was admixed in the UF population. The

UF population could be further classified into two subgroups,
supported by principal component 3 (Fig. 1b) and a population
structure model using k = 4 (Fig. S1). Despite a clear divergence
between UF and UC populations, a smaller F st (0.057) was
found than in previous estimations (Hardigan et al., 2021b).
This smaller F st could be explained in part by recent concordant
efforts to introgress exotic resources to expand the flavor profiles.
All ‘cosmopolitan’ cultivars from various sources showed an
admixture structure (Fig. 1a). In addition to high-density mark-
ers, low LD among markers is essential for high-resolution eQTL
mapping. We observed rapid LD decay across populations (Fig.
S1). Short-range LD (r2 ≈ 0.2) decayed at a distance < 250 bp
in both UF and UC populations (Fig. S1).

The eQTL mapping using 491 896 markers revealed 68 535
eQTL for 33 397 fruit expressed genes (eGenes; Fig. 2a; Dataset
S3). About 53.7% of eGenes (n = 62 181) had at least one
eQTL. Among eGenes, the mean number of eQTL was 2.05,
with a maximum of 65 (FxaC_9g21450). Many eGenes exhib-
ited complex genetic controls, containing both distant and local
regulatory elements. In total, 45 083 trans-eQTL were identified
for 20 650 eGenes, compared to 23 452 cis-eQTLs for 22 731
eGenes. Although only 873 lead SNPs (the most significant
SNP) located within eGenes, 37.0% of cis-regulated eGenes had
at least one significant marker inside the gene, and the median
shortest distance between a significant marker within a cis-eQTL
and its associated eGene was only 3787 bp (Fig. 2b). Cis-eQTL
generally had larger effects than trans-eQTL (Student’s t-test,
P < 2.2e-16), supported by both higher pve and −logP values
(Fig. 2c). Interestingly, there was a significant enrichment (χ2

test, P-value < 2.2e-16) of homoeologous trans-eQTL and intra-
chromosomal trans-eQTL (Fig. 2a,d), in line with eQTL map-
ping results in allotetraploid cotton and maize (Liu et al., 2017;
Li et al., 2020). About 35.4% of trans-eQTL were located
between homoeologous chromosomes (Fig. 2d). Furthermore,
the homoeologous trans-eQTL exhibited significantly larger
effects on gene expression than other trans-eQTL (Tukey’s hon-
estly significant difference test, P < 0.05) including intrachromo-
somal trans-eQTL (Fig. S2). The dominant Fagaria vesca-like
subgenome (Edger et al., 2019) harbored the largest number of
nonhomoeologous trans-eQTL (Fig. 2d, χ2-test, P = 0.0004),
but a similar number of homoeologous trans-eQTL as the
F. iinumae-like subgenome.

The eQTL mapping using the 50K Fana SNP array captured
17 562 cis-eQTL for 17 441 eGenes (Fig. S3a; Datasets S4, S5),
which made up 74.9% of cis-eQTL identified through RNAseq
variants. Moreover, the median distance of cis-eQTL to eGene
was only 9029 bp, only about two-fold larger than using RNAseq
variants (Fig. S3b). However, trans-eQTL were poorly detected
by the Fana SNP array, with only 5936 trans-eQTL passing the
significant threshold (p < 0.05/49331). The possible reason for
lower power in detecting tran-eQTL was low marker density.

Similar to other eQTL studies (Liu et al., 2017; Albert
et al., 2018), we found that trans-eQTL were not evenly dis-
tributed, but instead congregated at scattered hotspots. We iden-
tified a total of 2141 hotspots (Dataset S6). The largest eQTL
hotspot was located at 8788 309–8795 572 bp on Chr 5A,
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associated with 928 eGenes. A total of 384 master regulators
(Dataset S6) were putatively identified leveraging Mendelian
Randomization (MR) tests (Notes S6), including an E3 ubiqui-
tin ligase BIG BROTHER-like gene (FxaC_20g13890, P_MR =
3.18e-12) for the largest trans-eQTL hotspot on Chr 5D (Notes
S7; Fig. S4).

The structural variant landscape in strawberry

Because a substantial number of regulatory elements were found
for fruit-expressed genes, a structural variant (SV) map would
greatly facilitate the identification of potential causative SVs
underlying the regulatory elements. To construct an SV map, we
first assembled a phased genome of an UF accession. The genome
of FL 15.89-25 was assembled into 1480 and 672 phased contigs

with N50 of 12.8 and 12.4 Mb, respectively (Fig. S5a), with
similar contiguity to other recent high-quality octoploid straw-
berry genomes (Table 1). A Kmer-based approach revealed
97.1% and 99.2% completeness for the haploid assemblies based
on parental Illumina short reads, which were corroborated by
98.1% and 98% completeness of the BUSCO eudicots odb10
genes (Table 1). Phasing quality was evaluated by parent-specific
Kmers; the average switching error and hamming error were
0.19% and 0.18% for the F12 haploid assembly (Fig. S5b–d),
comparable to phased genomes in other species (Cheng
et al., 2021). The phased contigs were scaffolded into pseu-
dochromosomes based on alignment to the ‘Camarosa’ reference
genome, with 96.0% (795.1 Mb) and 92.8% (778.6 Mb) of
phased contigs placed on 28 pseudochromosomes for the respec-
tive F12 and Bea haploid assemblies (Fig. S6), consistent with

Fig. 1 Population genetic analysis of the
strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa) expression
quantitative trait loci (eQTL) population. (a)
Model-based clustering of 196 accessions
using a pruned SNP dataset including
168 476 SNP loci. The k (number of clusters)
was set to 3. Populations are grouped by
geographical origin. Cos, ‘cosmopolitan’,
varieties were not developed from UF and
UC breeding programs; Mara_BC, the first-
generation backcross of UF elite germplasm
to ‘Mara des Bois’; UF, University of Florida
germplasm; UC, University of California
germplasm. (b) Principal component analysis
(PCA) plots of the first two principal
components (PCs, left) and the third and
fourth PCs (right). Both plots support
classification based on breeding programs.
Purple and pink eclipses highlight the clusters
of the UC and the UF materials. (c)
Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree with
six cosmopolitan cultivars rooted in the same
cluster as UC accessions and showing clear
divergence between breeding programs.
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previous flow cytometry estimations (720/813 Mb) (Akiyama
et al., 2001; Edger et al., 2019). There were only 88 and 79 gaps
in the final scaffolds, averaging 3.14 and 2.82 per chromosome
for the respective F12 and Bea assemblies (Fig. S6). Scaffolding
quality was evaluated by a linkage map and public Hi-C data
(Lee et al., 2021; Fig. S7). High collinearity was observed
between haplotypes (Fig. S8).

The FL 15.89-25 assemblies and three additional haploid
assemblies (Lee et al., 2021; Hardigan et al., 2021a) were uti-
lized to explore SV diversity in garden strawberry. These

geographically and genetically diverse accessions empowered the
discovery of SVs across all chromosomes except for a large por-
tion of Chr 4B which may be under strong purifying selection
(Fig. 3c). Individual haplotypes had between 31 574 and 60 453
SVs relative to the PHASE1 assembly of ‘Royal Royce’ (Fig. 3a;
Table S3), with the WONG haplotype harboring the most SVs,
consistent with the larger genetic distance of Asian populations to
North American populations (Fig. 3c). Insertions and deletions
were the most common SV types, together consisting of 88.3–
94.1% (Fig. 3a; Table S3) of SVs. All SVs across haplotypes were

Fig. 2 Genome-wide characterization of
expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) in
strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa). (a) The
lead marker positions of eQTL are plotted
against the middle positions of mapped
eGenes. Each dot represents a significant
eQTL. The grayscale of the dot reflects the
−logP value. The blue triangle highlights
homoeologous trans-eQTL on chromosomes
2A to 2D. (b) Density plot of minimum
distance between significant cis-eQTL
markers and their associated eGenes. (c)
Box plots comparing proportions of
phenotypic variance explained by lead
markers (pve, left) and −logP (right) between
cis- and trans-eQTL. Boxes are delimited by
upper and lower quantiles. Two whiskers
represent highest/lowest values; dots
represent outliers; and horizontal lines
represent medians. (d) Proportions of cis-
eQTL and trans-eQTL. Trans-eQTL are
categorized into homoeologous trans-eQTL
(homoeo), intrachromosomal trans-eQTL
(intrachr) and other trans-eQTL.
Homoeologous trans-eQTL/other trans-
eQTL are further divided into four groups
according to their subgenome ancestry.
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then merged into a nonredundant set of SVs (Dataset S7). In
total, 56 342 deletions, 60 983 insertions, 12 016 translocations,
166 interspersed duplications, 236 tandem duplications and 137
inversions were identified. Unlike the SV composition of a
tomato population in which the majority of SVs were singletons
(Alonge et al., 2020), an average of 62.6% strawberry SVs were
shared by at least two haplotypes (Fig. 3b). We observed a gradu-
ally reduced number of new SVs every time a new haplotype was
merged (Fig. 3d), suggesting this SV map surveys a substantial
portion of SV diversity in cultivated strawberry. The majority of
SVs were < 1 kb (73.0%), whereas only 3.3% were > 10 kb
(Fig. 3e). Structural variations were present extensively in exons
(8675 deletions and 3782 insertions; Fig. 3f), introns (6715 dele-
tions and 9922 insertions) and promoter regions (15 495 dele-
tions and 18 566 insertions). Transposable elements (TEs) were
rich resources of SVs. We identified 34 379 deletions overlapped
with TEs, especially inverted tandem repeats (TIRs) and long ter-
minal repeats (LTRs), consisting of 61.0% of total deletions, sig-
nificantly higher than the genome-wide TE percentage of
38.42% (χ2 test, P < 2.2e-16).

In order to investigate whether SVs were related to allele-specific
expression (ASE) in fruit, we performed total RNA sequencing for
four biological replicates of FL 15.89-25 ripe fruit (Notes S3, S8).
Consistent density distributions of allelic expression ratios were
observed across replicates (Fig. S9a). A total of 12 503 genes (Fig.
S10; Dataset S8) (Padjusted < 0.05, 48.8% of expressed heterozy-
gous genes) exhibited significant ASE. Extreme expression ratios (0
and 1) were inflated, with 3415 genes showing extremely

imbalanced expression in which the dominant allele contributed
to > 90% of gene expression (Fig. S9a). After integrating with
SV results, we identified 2457 of 12 503 ASE genes overlapping
SVs at the intragenic region, compared to significantly fewer
(1860 of 13 097) non-ASE genes overlapping with SVs (Fig. S10;
χ2 test, P < 2.2e-16). However, we did not observe a higher rate of
SVs at the 2 kb promoter region of ASE genes (3443 vs 3496).
KEGG enrichment analysis identified several secondary metabolic
pathways enriched in ASE genes including terpenoid backbone
biosynthesis (Padjusted = 1.07e-6, ko00900), phenylpropanoid
biosynthesis (Padjusted = 3.36e-4, ko00940), alpha-linolenic acid
metabolism (Padjusted = 4.46e-3, ko00592, Fig. S9b), fatty acid
biosynthesis (Padjusted = 5.74e-3, ko00061) and flavonoid biosyn-
thesis (Padjusted = 7.94e-3, ko00941).

Volatile GWAS

In order to investigate the genetic control of fruit volatiles, we
performed volatile phenotyping and SNP array genotyping with
49 330 markers on a panel of 305 accessions from the UF straw-
berry breeding program, with 59 individuals overlapped with the
eQTL panel (Table S1). A total of 97 volatiles including esters,
terpenes, aldehydes, alcohols, acids, ketones and lactones were
quantified (Fig. S11). Based on relationships among volatiles, we
identified at least five clusters belonging to the same chemical
class or biosynthetic pathway, including clusters of eight aldehy-
des, three ethyl esters, three hexanoic acid derivatives, seven
medium-chain esters and three terpenes (Fig. S11). Generally
high narrow-sense heritability (h2) was observed across volatiles
(Table S4), ranging from 0.212 to 0.916, with a mean of 0.660.
The highest value of h2 was found for mesifurane (0.916) and
the lowest for octanoic acid, ethyl ester (0.212).

Genome-wide association study identified 62 signals
(P < 1.85 × 10−5) for 35 volatiles (Fig. 4a; Table S4). The lead
SNP effects varied from 0.27 to 2.44 (1.2- to 5.4-fold change),
with the largest effect for methyl anthranilate (Fig. 4d; Table
S5). Two hotspots which contained multiple signals of volatiles
belonging to the same class or pathway were found for medium-
chain esters (Fig. 4b) and for terpenes (Fig. 4c), which also were
detected to in previous studies (Barbey et al., 2021; Fan et
al., 2021) and reflected in chemical relationships (Fig. S11). Our
GWAS results confirmed previous homoeologous group assign-
ments for these volatile QTL and clarified their subgenome and
physical positions. The SNP AX-166515537 was the lead SNP
for three esters, and a 14 Mb region on Chr 6A shared signals for
six medium-chain esters. An LD analysis revealed three linkage
blocks (Fig. S12a). The distal region of Chr 3C was associated
with six volatiles including five terpenes (Fig. 4c). This 3.1-Mb
region did not display clear LD block separation (Fig. S12b).
Two significant markers for medium-chain ester hotspot and
methyl thiolacetate were tested for their predictability of flavor
characteristics (Notes S9; Fig. S13).

Some abundant volatiles including: 2-hexenal, (E)-; butanoic
acid, 2-methyl-; and pentanal (Figs 4d, S14) were associated with
multiple DNA variants (number of signals ≥ 3), suggesting poly-
genic inheritance. Pentanal (Fig. S14a) was associated with three

Table 1 Assembly quality evaluations of the FL15.89-25 genome (Fra-
garia × ananassa).

Assembly matrices
F12
haplotype

Bea
haplotype

‘Royal
Royce’
PHASE1a

‘Wongyo
3115’

Contig Size (Mb) 827.3 839.4 784.7 805.7
Number of contigs 1480 672 136 323
Scaffolded size (Mb) 795.1 778.6 784.5 805.7
Number of
scaffolded contigs

116 107 81 323

Largest contig (Mb) 23.2 26.7 27.6 22.9
N50 (Mb) 12.8 12.4 11.0 9.8
N90 (Mb) 3.4 2.5
Completeness (%) 97.1 99.2
BUSCO (%) 98.1 98.0 98.1 94.1b

BUSCO frag (%) 0.1 0.1 0.8
QV 60 58
Switching error (%) 0.19 0.24
Hamming error (%) 0.18 0.24

Completeness was evaluated by Kmer based completeness and BUSCO
score of complete and fragmented genes. Assembly accuracy was
measured by QV and phasing quality was evaluated by switching error
and hamming error. Switch error rate is the percentage of adjacent SNP
pairs that are wrongly phased. Phasing hamming error rate is the
percentage of SNP sites that are wrongly phased.
aAssembly matrices of ‘Royal Royce’ and ‘Wongyo 3115’ were retrieved
from published papers (Lee et al., 2021; Hardigan et al., 2021a).
bEmbryophyta gene set was used for BUSCO evaluation, different from
Eudicot gene set used for other assemblies.
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Fig. 3 The structural variant landscape in garden strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa). (a) Counts of different types of structural variations (SVs) relative to
the PHASE1 haplotype of FaRR1. BND, translocation; DEL, deletion; DUP : TANDEM, tandem duplication; DUP : INT, interspersed duplication; INS,
insertion; INV, inversion. (b) Percentage of SVs that are singleton or shared by two, three or four other haplotypes in each haplotype. (c) Genome-wide dis-
tribution of SV density in PHASE2(A), BEA(B), F12(C) and WONG(D) haplotypes relative to the PHASE1 haplotype. (d) Cumulative number of SVs when
new haplotypes are sequentially merged. Colors of the dots represent SV types. (e) Size distribution of SVs. Colors represent different SV types. (f) Counts
of deletions and insertions overlapped with different genome annotations.
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loci, together explaining 30.7% of phenotypic variation in a
GLM model. Significantly higher pentanal content was observed
in genotypes with three doses of the alternative allele at two loci
(Fig. S15a). Epistatic interactions emerged among pentanal loci
as significant interactions were detected between lead SNPs AX-
184916449 and AX-184236819 (F-test, P = 0.002), as well as
AX-184916449 and AX-184422639 (F-test, P = 4.07e-06).
Similar dosage effects and polygenic patterns were observed for
2,3-butanedione and 2-hexenal, (E)- (Figs S14b,c, S15b,c).

Known flavor genes and their regulatory elements

In order to investigate natural variation of known genes underly-
ing volatile-GWAS peaks, a list of 13 previously curated and func-
tionally validated genes (Aharoni et al., 2000, 2004; Raab et al.,
2006; Landmann et al., 2007; Cumplido-Laso et al., 2012;
Zorrilla-Fontanesi et al., 2012; Chambers et al., 2014; Molina-
Hidalgo et al., 2017; Pillet et al., 2017; Dai et al., 2020; Lu
et al., 2021) affecting flavor in Fragaria × ananassa was compiled
(Table S6). Their best corresponding annotations in the ‘Camar-
osa’ reference genome were identified via homolog search and
fruit expression, but both FaFAD1 and FaNES1 (Aharoni
et al., 2004; Oh et al., 2021) had no match. Our eQTL results
revealed 31 eQTLs for seven genes affecting flavor including three
cis-eQTL for FaAAT2 (FxaC_11g40760), FaGT2
(FxaC_6g04890) and FaOMT (FxaC_28g01250; Table S6).
Our GWAS also revealed a weak signal on Chr 7D for mesifu-
rane, overlapping with the cis-eQTL of FaOMT (Fig. 5a;
Zorrilla-Fontanesi et al., 2012). Using four unlinked significant
SNPs (r2 < 0.5) from the cis-eQTL, haplotype analysis revealed
nine haplotypes (freq > 2/392) including haplotypes 4, 7 and 8
with reduced expression (Figs 5b, S16a). The functional haplo-
type2 of FaOMT for mesifurane production was confirmed
through transient overexpression (Fig. 5c). Previously, a natural
InDel (InDel1) at the promoter region was proposed to con-
tribute to the complete silencing of FaOMT (Zorrilla-Fontanesi
et al., 2012). A novel SV (InDel2) of 28 bp at the first exon
(Fig. 5d) was revealed through inspection of multiple haplo-
types of FL 15.89-25 (hap2/hap6) and ‘Royal Royce’ (hap2/
hap8). InDel2 caused a frameshift, leading to a premature stop
at the fourth codon following the SV (Fig. 5d). This InDel2 also
was captured by resequencing data from ‘Florida127’ (Fig.
S16b). A functional HRM marker was designed based on the
causal InDel2 and tested in a panel of breeding selections
(n = 38, two harvests) and a new test cross (n = 19, two field
replicates, three harvests). This co-dominant HRM marker pre-
dicted mesifurane content, with an additive effect of allele
dosage (Figs 5e, S16c), consistent with transient overexpression
results (Fig. 5c).

A variety of terpenes were associated with markers at the distal
region of Chr 3C (Fig. 1c). Alignments of both new haplotype
assemblies to the reference genome revealed that the whole 1.61-
Mb distal arm of Chr 3C was missing in the reference genome
(Fig. S17a). A homolog search identified two FaNES1 genes
(Aharoni et al., 2004) between 1520 037 and 1530 908 bp on
Chr 3C_F (Fig. 6a), whereas the FaNES1t had very low

transcript accumulation among all eQTL individuals (mean nor-
malized count = 0.25). The two tandem genes only differed by
several nonsynonymous mutations including a mutation I266V
located directly upstream of the conserved substrate-binding
DDxxD motif (Fig. S17b). Among all genes within the 1.61 Mb
region, Pearson correlation analysis indicated that FaNES1
expression has the highest correlation with linalool production
(r = 0.65) and high correlations with beta-myrcene, alpha-
terpineol, (E)-beta-famesene and nerolidol also (mean r = 0.61).
eQTL mapping using makers derived from aligning RNAseq
data to the F12 haploid assembly revealed a significant peak span-
ning the whole 1.61-Mb region (Fig. 6b), with the lead SNPs at
93 4298 and 1166 597 bp on Chr 3C_F. Only one haplotype
(hap3) showed reduced expression (Fig. S17c). Short read map-
ping of ‘Florida Beauty’ (hap3/hap4) to Chr 3C_F revealed a 24-
bp potential causal deletion (1520 457–1520 480 bp) in the first
exon of FaNES1 (Figs 6a, S18). Evidence suggests that the 1.61-
Mb distal region was under strong selection: compared to the
1.61–5-Mb region on Chr 3C_F, a significantly lower frequency
of the AA genotype (homozygous for minor allele, mean AA%:
0.61% vs 5.7%; Fig. 6c), nucleotide diversity (mean π: 1.87e-4
vs 4.81e-4; Fig. 6d) and minor allele frequency (mean MAF:
0.068 vs 0.158; Fig. 6d) were detected. Although there was
another terpene synthase gene (germacrene D synthase-like,
maker-Fvb3-3_F-augustus-gene-8.13) in this region, no positive
correlation (r = −0.07) was found between terpene abundances
and expression of this gene. In addition to the aforementioned
two putative causal variants, we also detected four SVs overlap-
ping with either genic or promoter regions of genes affecting fla-
vor (Table S6; Figs S19, S20), including the deletion spanning
the entire FaFAD1 gene, with an accurate re-delineated the
boundaries of the SV (Notes S10). By examining its flanking
regions, we determined that this SV probably was mediated by
illegitimate recombination (Fig. S19).

Discovery of novel genes affecting flavor

Novel candidate genes for 14 volatile GWAS signals were identi-
fied based on MR scores, expression correlations and evidence of
biological function (Table 2). A summary of these are as follows:
a cis-eQTL for a putative esterase gene (FxaC_20g11130) co-
localized with a GWAS peak for methyl thioacetate on Chr 5D,
explaining 41% of expression variation; a putative alpha/beta-
hydrolase (FxaC_5g03020) was assigned as a candidate for buta-
noic acid, 2-methyl-, methyl ester on Chr 2A; a putative triglyc-
eride lipases (FxaC_15g35150) had a cis-eQTL co-segregating
with butanoic acid, 2-methyl- GWAS peak on Chr 4C; two tran-
scription factors including a putative WRKY3 on Chr 6C and
zinc finger protein on Chr 7B were linked to biosynthesis of 2-
butenoic acid, methyl ester, (E)- and acetic acid, methyl ester,
respectively; and a putative cinnamoyl CoA reductase 1 (CCR,
FxaC_21g33200) was localized at the GWAS hotspot for
medium-chain esters on Chr 6A. High correlations (mean
r = 0.42) were detected between expression of FxaC_21g33200
and abundances of: acetic acid, butyl ester; acetic acid, hexyl
ester; acetic acid, octyl ester; hexanoic acid, octyl ester; and
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Fig. 4 Genome-wide association study (GWAS) analysis of strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa) fruit volatiles. (a) Manhattan plot of all significant GWAS sig-
nals for 35 volatiles. A fraction of significant GWAS peaks are labeled by their associated chemical names. Nonsignificant markers were removed. (b, c)
Chromosome-views of GWAS hotspots for medium-chain esters (b) on chromosome 6A and terpenes on chromosome 3C. (d) Absolute single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) effect (beta from linear mixed model) of all 62 GWAS signals, with whiskers the length of one SE. Chromosome labeled next to chem-
ical name. Chemical abundances are log-transformed.
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Fig. 5 Genetic analysis of mesifurane in strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa). (a) Manhattan plots of genome-wide association study (GWAS) results for mesi-
furane (upper panel) and expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) results for FaOMT (lower panel) on choromosome 7D. The physical position of FaOMT is
marked with a vertical line. Blue dots represent all significant markers in mesifurane GWAS results and red dots represent top five makers of FaOMT eQTL.
(b) Nine haplotypes of FaOMT identified with four unlinked significant markers (r2 < 0.5). Markers were named according to chrID_position. Left annota-
tion shows haplotype frequency. Right annotation shows haplotype effect in unit of normalized count. The central heatmap shows marker genotype. Blue
represents the reference allele; red represents the alternative allele. (c) Transient overexpression of FaOMT in strawberry fruit. Upper panel shows normal-
ized abundance of mesifurane in fruits agroinfiltrated with either FaOMT overexpression construct (blue) or pMDC32 control (red). Lower panel shows
FaOMT expression quantified with quantitative (q)PCR. Boxes are delimited by upper and lower quantiles. Two whiskers represent highest/lowest values;
dots represent individual values; and horizontal lines represent medians. (d) Alignment among four haplotypes of FaOMT. Two haplotype 2s are from the
reference genome and the Bea haploid assembly. Haplotype 6 is derived from the F12 haploid assembly. The nonfunctional haplotype 8 is from the ‘Royal
Royce’ assembly. (e) Functional high-resolution melting marker tested in selected breeding lines (upper) and a test cross (lower). The normalized abun-
dance of mesifurane is plotted with the dosage of functional allele of FaOMT. A significant gene dosage effect was observed in the test cross. Box plot
annotations are the same as for plot (c).
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Fig. 6 Genetic analysis of terpenes in strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa). (a) Gene models and physical positions of FaNES1 and its tandem duplicate
FaNES1t. The putative causal 24-bp deletion detected using ‘Florida Beauty’ resequencing data is highlighted. (b) Genome-wide and chromosome view of
expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) results for FaNES1. The F12 haploid assembly was used as the reference. The physical position of FaNES1was
marked on 3C_F. Significant markers are colored in red. (c) 2D-density plot shows AA genotype frequencies of markers derived from aligning RNAseq data
to the F12 haplotype assembly. Each square represents marker count in the embedded range of physical position and genotypes frequency. Lighter color
represents higher frequency. (d) Smoothed functions of nucleotide diversity (pi) and minor allele frequency (MAF) for markers ranging from 0 b to 5 Mb
on chromosome 3C_F. The shaded area covers a 95% confidence interval.
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hexanoic acid, decyl ester. This highly expressed CCR in fruit
potentially could catalyze substrates including precursor CoAs of
medium-chain esters, because a homolog of CCR was validated to
convert benzoyl-CoA to benzaldehyde (Liu et al., 2019). A puta-
tive anthranilate phosphoribosyltransferase (FxaC_19g06300)
catalyzing the reaction of free anthranilate to N-(5-phospho-D-
ribosyl)-anthranilate was associated with the Chr 5C methyl
anthranilate (MA) GWAS peak. An opposite marker effect (AX-
184023191) was detected for FxaC_19g06300 expression and
MA production, suggesting that two reactions compete for free
anthranilate. The best candidate for the Chr 7C MA GWAS peak
was a putative beta-hydroxyisobutyryl-CoA hydrolase 1. Loss-of-
function mutants in Arabidopsis were defective in beta-
oxidization of fatty acids and insensitive to auxin stimulus
(indole-3-butyric acid; Zolman et al., 2001). It is possible that
this gene regulates MA biosynthesis because it co-localized with
two trans-eQTL for a putative anthranilate synthase beta subunit
1 (FxaC_16g27660) and a putative beta glucosidase 41
(FxaC_12g27490), both potentially involved in MA biosynthesis.

Two eQTL of homoeologous anthranilate synthase alpha subunit
1 genes (FxaC_25g43700 & FxaC_28g10190) were identified co-
localizing with two GWAS peaks for MA on Chr 7A and Chr 7D
(Table 2; Fig. S21b). Based on previous RNAseq data from differ-
ent tissue samples (Sánchez-Sevilla et al., 2017), FaASa1
(FxaC_28g10190) had the highest fruit expression among four
homoeologs, and qPCR confirmed its dramatic increase of expres-
sion during ripening (Fig. S21a). A total of eight haplotypes were
detected using three unlinked significant markers at cis-eQTL
(Fig. 7a), and variability in expression of FaASa1 was observed
across haplotypes (Fig. 7b). The alignment among multiple assem-
blies and short read mapping of four additional genotypes revealed
a deletion of 1904 bp adjacent to the 30-UTR region, and multiple
SNPs in haplotypes with reduced expression (Fig. S22). The func-
tion of FaASa1 was validated through transient overexpression and
RNAi of FaASa1 in strawberry fruit (Fig. 7c). A significant increase
in MA production was detected in fruit transiently overexpressing
FaASa1 via agroinfiltration (Student’s t-test, P = 0.022). Con-
versely, a significant elimination of MA was found in the RNAi-
mediated gene silenced fruit (Student’s t-test, P = 0.00039). Taken
together, we identified four putative causal genes underlying MA
GWAS peaks contributing to natural variation of MA content and
functionally confirmed the involvement of FaASa1 (Fig. S21b).
These genes may function at different steps in the pathway (Fig. 7d)
to quantitatively influenced anthranilate availability or modulate
FaAAMT (Pillet et al., 2017).

Discussion

In this study we leveraged eQTL, GWAS and haplotype-resolved
genome assemblies of a heterozygous octoploid to identify allelic
variation in flavor genes and their regulatory elements. Fine-
tuning of metabolomic traits such as amylose content in rice (Xu
et al., 2021) and sugar content in wild strawberry (Xing
et al., 2020) recently were made possible via CRISPR-Cas9
gene-editing technology. Similar approaches can be taken in cul-
tivated strawberry for flavor improvement, but not before theT
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Fig. 7 Genetic analysis of methyl anthranilate in strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa). (a) Manhattan plots of genome-wide association study (GWAS) results
for methyl anthranilate (upper panel) and expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) results for FaASa1 (lower panel) on choromosome 7D. The physical posi-
tion of FaASa1 is marked with a vertical line. (b) Eight haplotypes of FaASa1 identified using three unlinked significant markers (r2 < 0.5). Markers are
named by chrID_position. Left annotation shows haplotype frequency. Right annotation shows haplotype effect in unit of normalized count. The central
heatmap shows marker genotype. Blue represents the reference allele; red represents the alternative allele. (c) Transient fruit assay for FaASa1. Two upper
plots show methyl anthranilate abundance (left) in fruits agroinfiltrated with either empty construct (red) or FaASa1 overexpression construct (blue) and
FaASa1 expression for the two treatments (right). Two lower plots show the same plots for the empty and FaASa1 RNAi constructs. Boxes are delimited by
upper and lower quantiles. Two whiskers represent highest/lowest values; dots represent individual values; and horizontal lines represent medians. (d)
Genes putatively required for or regulating methyl anthranilate biosynthesis. FaASa1 and FxaC_19g06300 were found within GWAS peaks and co-
localized with their cis-eQTL. FxaC_16g27660 was remotely regulated by the 7C GWAS region. Predicted gene functions were enclosed by parenthesis.
FxaC_19g06300 has a putative regulatory role in MA biosynthesis. Question marks represent relationships or functions not validated. Blunt-ended arrow
indicates potential regulator.
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biosynthetic genes responsible for metabolites production and
their regulatory elements are identified. Our pipeline has proven
to be effective in identification of novel causal mutations for fla-
vor genes responsible for natural variation in volatile content and
can be further applied to various metabolomic and morphologi-
cal aspects of strawberry fruit such as anthocyanin biosynthesis
(Notes S11; Fig. S23), sugar content and fruit firmness.

These findings also will help breeders to select for genomic
variants underlying volatiles important to flavor. New markers
can be designed from regulatory regions of key aroma volatiles,
including multiple medium-chain volatiles shown to improve
strawberry flavor and consumer liking (Fan et al., 2021), methyl
thioacetate contributing to overripe flavor (Du et al., 2011) and
methyl anthranilate imparting grape flavor (Pillet et al., 2017).
In the present study, a new functional HRM marker for mesifu-
rane was developed and tested in multiple populations (Fig.
S16). These favorable alleles of volatiles can be pyramided to
improve overall fruit flavor via marker assisted selection. Straw-
berry also shares common volatiles with a variety of fruit crops.
Specific esters are shared with apple (Young et al., 1996), certain
lactones are shared with peach (Predieri et al., 2006) and various
terpenes are shared with citrus (Feng et al., 2021). Syntenic
regions and orthologous genes could be exploited for flavor
improvement in those species.

Additional insights were gained for the strawberry gene regula-
tory landscape, SV diversity, complex interplays among cis- and
trans- regulatory elements, and subgenome dominance. Previ-
ously, Hardigan et al. (2021b) and Pincot et al. (2021) showed a
large genetic diversity existing in breeding populations of Fra-
garia × ananassa, challenging previous assumptions that culti-
vated strawberry lacked nucleotide variation owing to the nature
of its interspecific origin and short history of domestication (Gas-
ton et al., 2020). Our work corroborated their findings and
showed that even highly domesticated populations harbor sub-
stantial expression regulatory elements and structural variants.
Over half of the expressed genes in fruit harbored at least one
eQTL, and 22 731 eGenes had impactful cis-eQTL. The distri-
bution of trans-eQTL is not random, but rather is concentrated
at a few hotspots controlled by putative master regulators (Fig.
S4; Dataset S6). The aggregation of trans-eQTL also was
observed in plant species such as Lactuca sativa (Zhang
et al., 2017) and Zea mays (Liu et al., 2017). Furthermore, we
observed a substantial number of trans-eQTL among homoeolo-
gous chromosomes, similar to observations in other allopolyploid
plant species (Li et al., 2020; He et al., 2022). In cotton, physi-
cal interactions among chromatins from different subgenomes
have been identified via Hi-C sequencing (Wang et al., 2018),
supporting a potential regulatory mechanism among homoeolo-
gous chromosomes. However, owing to the high similarity
among four subgenomes and limited length of Illumina reads,
false alignment to incorrect homoeologous chromosomes could
arise, leading to ‘ghost’ trans-eQTL signals. Future studies are
needed to scrutinize the homoeologous trans-eQTL and investi-
gate the mechanism behind this genome-wide phenomenon.
Higher numbers of trans-eQTL in the Fragaria vesca-like subge-
nome are consistent with its dominance in octoploid strawberry

(Edger et al., 2019). By contrast, the highly mixed Fragaria
viridis- and Fragaria nipponica- like subgenomes contained much
smaller numbers of trans-eQTL.

The characterization of naturally-occurring allelic variants
underlying volatile abundance has direct breeding applications.
First, this will facilitate the selection of desirable alleles via DNA
markers. Second, understanding the causal mutations in alleles
can guide precision breeding approaches such as gene editing to
modify the alleles themselves and/or their level of expression.
From a broader perspective, multi-omics resources such as this
one will have value for breeding a wide array of fruit traits.
Enhancing consumer satisfaction in fruit ultimately will depend
on the improvement of the many traits that together enhance the
overall eating experience.
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